To support growth, customer-focused organisations
must understand the importance of data that ﬂows in
and out of their systems at every touch point and
interaction.
Analytics can help harness this data, driving
improvements in internal operations and through
marketing insight, enhancing business growth.
Analytics eliminates biases, replacing them with
data-driven insights, ensuring objectivity. The unique
insights based on customer experience can give an
indication of future customer behaviour that enables
organisations to take better decisions for consumers
and for themselves.

A powerful, intuitive application
that makes provider document
building and electronic
submission possible

SympliSend is a one-stop application for providers to electronically submit appeals, medical records, attachments and
other correspondence required in the appeals process. SympliSend gives payers the ability to instantly and securely
receive documents electronically, bypassing the traditional mailroom. This creates eﬃciencies and reduces costs
associated with paper-based transactions for both providers and payers.
With guaranteed delivery of documents and receipt of conﬁrmations, we ensure total compliance and end-to-end
transparency of submissions on both sides.

How it works
Payers provide a list of current designated
source channels for receiving documents

Accommodation for paper
submissions through partner print
and ship centers across the

Source Channels are mapped
within SympliSend

country with same-day delivery

Immediate guaranteed

Providers access SympliSend to securely and

document delivery and receipt

quickly submit appeals, medical records,

of conﬁrmations to destinations

attachments and other correspondence

Streamline appeals and attachments, reduce
provider abrasion and accelerate claims
settlement
Almost all appeals and grievances in the healthcare industry are sent through paper or faxes. A recent CAQH Index
Report states that 100 million claim document transactions were exchanged between providers and payers and
only 6% of those were completed electronically.
Manually sending and receiving claims attachments is a costly industry practice. SympliSend is helping change
this for both payers and providers.

Benefits
Reduces inventory and
management costs

Simpliﬁes
administrative eﬀorts

Supports all common ﬁle format
types (pdf, jpg, png, tiﬀ, fax, email,
screenshots, etc.)

Improves operational
eﬃciency and quality

Secure, instant and
compliant document delivery

Enhances the
customer experience

SympliSend Support
The SympliSend support team is available Monday – Friday, 8:00am – 8:00pm EST to answer your
questions by email
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